
A  New  Look  at  Twilight,
Different Conclusion
Last year (June 8, 2010) I blogged about Twilight, connecting
the dots between the supernatural vampire character of Edward
Cullen and Jesus. I suggested that perhaps the reason millions
of people so resonate with that character is that what they’re
really looking for is the glory and perfection of the Lord
Jesus Christ, which Edward appears to manifest in various
ways.

Since then, I have read all the books and done months of
research. It’s like pulling the camera focus back, back, back.
. . . and finding some extremely disturbing details now in our
field of vision.

I have now come to a very different conclusion.

I was stunned to learn about how the idea for Twilight came to
the author, Stephenie Meyer. She tells this story:

“I woke up . . . from a very vivid dream. In my dream, two
people were having an intense conversation in a meadow in
the woods. One of these people was just your average girl.
The other person was fantastically beautiful, sparkly, and a
vampire. They were discussing the difficulties inherent in
the facts that A) they were falling in love with each other
while B) the vampire was particularly attracted to the scent
of her blood, and was having a difficult time restraining
himself from killing her immediately.”

“Fantastically beautiful, sparkly, and a vampire”? Consider
what vampires are, in the vampire genre that arose in the
1800s: demon-possessed, undead, former human beings who suck
blood from their victims to sustain themselves. A vampire is
evil. And the vampire who came to Stephenie Meyer in a dream
is not only supernaturally beautiful and sparkly, but when she
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awoke she was deeply in love with this being who virtually
moved into her head, creating conversations for months that
she  typed  out  (obsessively,  she  says)  until  Twilight  was
written.

When I heard this part of the story, it gave me chills. 2
Corinthians 11:14 tells us that Satan disguises himself as an
angel of light, which is a perfect description of the Edward
Cullen character.

Then I learned that “Edward” came to Meyer in a second dream
that frightened her. She said, “I had this dream that Edward
actually showed up and told me that I got it all wrong and
like  he  exists  and  everything  but  he  couldn’t  live  off
animals. . . and I kind of got the sense he was going to kill
me. It was really terrifying and bizarrely different from
every other time I’ve thought about his character.”

I believe that Stephenie Meyer’s dream was not your ordinary
dream. The fact that “Edward” came to her in a second dream
that terrified her (but she dismissed it and kept on writing),
indicates  this  may  have  been  a  demonic  visitation.  I  do
believe Twilight was demonically inspired.

But there’s more.

All four books are permeated with the occult. The Twilight
vampires all have various kinds of powers that don’t come from
God. They are supernaturally fast, supernaturally strong, able
to read others’ minds and control others’ feelings. Some can
tell the future, others can see things at great distances.
These aspects of the occult are an important part of what
makes Twilight so successful.

In both the Old and New Testaments, God strongly warns us not
to have anything to do with the occult,  which is part of the
“domain of darkness” (Colossians 1:13). Twilight glorifies the
occult,  the  very  thing  God  calls  detestable  (Deuteronomy
18:9). This is reason enough for Christ-followers to stay away



from it!

Last year I wondered if Edward was something of a Christ-
figure. Now I think this character is a devious spiritual
counterfeit to Jesus that has captured the hearts of millions
of obsessed fans who are in love with a demonic “angel of
light.”

And they don’t know it.

 

 

Note: My article on the Probe website is now online, with much
more  information  than  what’s  in  this  blog  post:
probe.org/twilight

 

This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/engage/sue_bohlin/a_new_look_at_twilight_diffe

rent_conclusion
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